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ABSTRACT 

Commercially available open cell polyurethane foams (OCPUF) have been 

successively functionalized with bio-inspired polydopamine coating (OCPUF@PDA), 

and activated with cobalt nanoparticles (OCPUF@PDA@Co). The resulting Soft 

Structured Catalytic Support (S2CS) has been used as a highly efficient tool for the 

release of dihydrogen from a commercially available alkaline sodium borohydride 

solution at room temperature. With a diluted solution containing 0.4 wt.% NaBH4 and 0.4 

wt.% NaOH, the hydrogen generation rate was of 76.4 ± 3.18 L·h-1·gcat-1 after stabilisation of 

the catalytic activity. The catalytic tool could be used for 10 runs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the current context of global warming, industries and transportations are required to less 

depend on fossil fuel energy and to reduce their carbon footprint. Hydrogen, as a carbon-free 

energetic vector, is a promising source of energy.1 Indeed, the energy density of hydrogen is 

around three times higher than that of gasoline.2 Besides, hydrogen is used as a reagent in the 

chemical industry, notably for the production of ammonia or urea. It is also widely used in 

the crude oil refining, the Fischer-Tropsch reaction, and in the transport and metallurgy 

fields. However, hydrogen is scarce in its elemental form as it is not a major air component; 

consequently, many processes have been developed for its production and storage. Around 

96% of hydrogen is sourced from fossil fuels (i.e. natural gas, liquid hydrocarbons and 

coal).2,3 Steam reforming and gasification are the main industrial processes for the syngas 

(mixture of H2 and CO) production,4. Despite steam reforming is largely employed as an 

economical pathway for H2 production, it requires to be coupled to gas separation and CO2 

conversion units in order to limit the release of greenhouse effect gas. In this context, carbon-

free processes such as photochemical cells, water splitting or photo-biological processes are 

promising technologies for the production of H2. In particular, water electrolysis is a well-

established technology that provides around 4% of the overall production of H2, and leads to 

ultra-pure H2 production.3 However, these pathways require a high electric or thermic energy 

input to be achieved,3,5 and would require the use of renewable sources of energy (solar or 

wind) to be really carbon free.6 

In addition to the carbon-free and eco-efficient production of H2, another challenge is the 

storage of H2 since it has a very low volumetric energy density (i.e.: around 0.0823 kg/m3 at 

ambient temperature).7 Gas compression, which is actually the main storage technique, 

allows to reach a volumetric energy density of 39.22 kg/m3 at 700 bar and 25 °C.8,9 However, 

such a process involves high pressures and/or cryogenic temperatures (cryo-compression, 

liquefaction) and is thus highly energy demanding.10 In addition, such conditions are not 

adequate for a safe and economic transportation of the gas.  
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In this context, chemical hydrides have been widely accepted as promising storage materials 

for delivering H2 gas to fuel cells. Pure hydrogen is recoverable by simple hydrolysis of the 

hydride at room temperature and atmospheric pressure (Equation (1)).11 Sodium borohydride 

(NaBH4) stands out due to: (a) its high hydrogen storage capacity (10.6 wt%), (b) the possible 

fine control of the H2 production in alkaline solutions,11 and (c) the fact that the by-product of 

the hydrolysis reaction, NaBO2, is environmentally safe and can be readily recycled to 

NaBH4.12,13 Moreover, NaBH4 solutions are easily commercially available at medium cost. 

Nevertheless, in the case where a stable alkaline solution of NaBH4 is used for hydrogen 

storage, a suitable catalyst for H2 release is necessary.  

NaBH4 + 2H2O → NaBO2 + 4H2        (1) 

In the open literature, many studies propose interesting highly efficient catalysts.14–16 

However, generally these catalysts are under powder form and are not compatible with 

process intensification (e.g. continuous process). The main drawbacks with catalytic 

powders include high pressure drop, low catalyst recyclability and process engineering.17 

In this context, catalysts supported on a structured support have already proven their 

superiority in terms of process engineering and catalyst recyclability.18,19 Among these 

supports, open cell foams are exciting tools since they allow an important surface over 

volume ratio, a small pressure loss even at high flow,20,21 efficient mass transfers, an intimate 

mixing of the reagents,22,23 and an easy separation from the solution (e.g. stock, load or 

recyclability operations); in other words, no filtration step is required in contrast to catalyst 

powder. Nickel based open cell foams have already proven their potential as structured 

catalytic supports for on-board hydrogen generation from NaBH4 hydrolysis.24,25 However, 

the main limits of such catalytic foams are their energy consuming and non-eco-friendly 

preparation method and their poor mechanical resistance due to their rigid struts.26 

Consequently, our challenge was to design an eco-friendly supported catalytic tool in order to 

efficiently release H2 from a stable commercially available alkaline sodium borohydride 

solution at room temperature. Regarding the supported catalytic tool, the choice of the 

support (cost, easy preparation, mechanical properties …) is crucial to the design of process. 

Thus, the challenge consisted in developing an efficient, cheap, stable and eco-friendly 

tool (S2CS). To achieve this purpose, we have used Open Cell Polyurethane Foams 

(OCPUF) (Figure 1) as structured supports. OCPUF are lightweight structures that are 
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commercially available at low cost due to the large variety of applications involving their 

physical and mechanical properties.27 However, using OCPUF as catalytic support precludes 

heat treatments (calcination, reduction step …) as polyurethanes have typically a fusion 

temperature below or around 100 °C. 

 

Figure 1.  Commercially available polyurethane open cell foam used in this work 

 

Inspired both by the adhesive and reducing properties of polydopamine (PDA) and our 

previous works,28–30 the polyurethane open cell foams were pre-functionalized with a 

polydopamine layer (OCPUF@PDA) to offer sufficient stability to a cobalt active phase. The 

choice of cobalt as the active phase was driven by the necessity to keep the costs as low as 

possible and to use earth-abundant metals. In addition, Co particles have been often reported 

to behave as a highly efficient catalyst for H2 generation from NaBH4.31–35 

The metal-binding and redox abilities of the polydopamine layer served both to immobilize 

the cobalt active particles on the surface of open cell foams and to protect these particles 

from possible oxidation.36-37 The generated Soft Structured Catalytic Support was then used 

for H2 generation from a commercially available stable alkaline solution of sodium 

tetrahydridoborate, and we report here that the OCPUF@PDA-supported cobalt catalyst 

exhibited remarkable activity, stability and reusability. 

Figure 1.  Commercially available polyurethane open cell 
foam used in this work 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.1. Materials  

Commercial compounds were used as received. Dopamine hydrochloride, 

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane buffer (TRIS), sodium acetate and Co nitrate were 

purchased from Alfa Aesar. Sodium borohydride powder (> 98% purity) was purchased from 

Acros Organics. Sodium periodate was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Polyurethane open 

cell foams (Fig. 1) were purchased from FoamPartner. Their characteristics are as follows: 

mean strut size: 220 µm; mean window size: 779 µm; mean cell size: 2500 µm; density: 

0.027-0.033, porosity: 0.94-0.97. Cubic samples of 7 cm3 (194 mg ± 21 mg) were used 

without prior treatment. Aqueous solutions were prepared with water purified by Synergy® 

Water Purification System (Millipore). Alkaline NaBH4 stabilized solution, namely 

“Redubore 2020”, was purchased from H&V Chemicals. The commercially available 

solution contains 20 wt% NaBH4 in 20 wt% NaOH.  

2.2. Characterisation techniques 

Scanning electron microscopy was performed with a Hitachi S800 FEG microscope at the 

“Centre Technologique des Microstructures” (CTµ) at the University of Lyon. Samples of 

OCPUF, OCPUF@PDA or OCPUF@PDA@Co were deposited on a flat steel holder and 

coated under vacuum by cathodic sputtering with platinum. The samples were observed by 

SEM under an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Elemental analyses were performed with an 

EDS-SDD detector (SAMx) with an active area of 30 mm². ICP-AES measurements were 

performed by the Plateforme Analytique of the Institut Pluridisciplinaire Hubert Curien 

(UMR CNRS 7178), Strasbourg, France. X-ray photoelectron (XPS) spectra were acquired 

on a Thermo Fischer VGMultilabESCA3000 under ultra-high vacuum; the baseline was 

subtracted from the spectra, the calibration was performed by adventitious carbon at 284.8 eV 

and data were analysed by CASAXPS version 2.3.15 software. 

2.3. Preparation of OCPUF@PDA and of OCPUF@PDA/Fe foams 

OCPUF@PDA foams were prepared by immersion of samples of OCPUF (7 cm3) in an 

aqueous buffered solution of dopamine (2 mg/mL) at room temperature with magnetic 
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stirring for 24 h. Then the samples are dried at 70 °C and washed 5 times with water. Two 

methods of PDA deposition on polyurethane support were compared. The first one consisted 

in immersing the OCPUF sample in a TRIS-HCl buffered solution (10 mM, pH 8.5) 

containing dopamine.37 The second one consisted in using sodium periodate (NaIO4, 20 mM) 

as a chemical oxidant in a sodium acetate buffered solution (50 mM, pH 5) containing 

dopamine.38 

As the resulting OCPUF@PDA(TRIS) and OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4) foams are intended to be 

used as structured catalytic support for the hydrolysis of NaBH4 from a stable alkaline 

solution (pH~12-14), the chemical stability of the PDA coating must be ensured under these 

very basic conditions. To enhance the stability of a PDA film under harsh alkaline conditions, 

Kim and co-workers reported a simple method that consisted in treating the PDA coated solid 

with a FeCl3 solution.39 This procedure leads to Fe(+III) complexation by the PDA catechol 

groups, and prevents PDA leaching at elevated pH. As a consequence, OCPUF@PDA foams 

were dipped in an EtOH solution containing FeCl3 (10 mM) at room temperature for 1 h and 

dried under vacuum before cobalt particles deposition. The thus prepared samples are noted 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe and OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe, respectively. The resulting samples 

were characterised by SEM and EDX analysis.  

2.4. Preparation of PDA(NaIO4)/Fe powder 

A PDA powder was prepared by adding dopamine (2 mg/mL) to a buffered solution of 

sodium acetate (50 mM, pH 5) containing NaIO4 (20 mM). The solution was stirred for 24 h 

at 200 rpm at room temperature. The resulting particles were collected by centrifugation (10 

min, 7000 rpm), washed three times with H2O/EtOH (1:1), and one time with EtOH. After 

characterization by SEM, the PDA(NaIO4) particles were dipped in a FeCl3 solution (10 mM, 

in EtOH) during 1 h at room temperature under magnetic stirring and collected by 

centrifugation. The particles were then dried at 70 °C under atmospheric pressure. The 

resulting PDA(NaIO4)/Fe particles were finally hand-milled and sieved at 40 µm.  

2.5.  Cobalt active particles deposited on OCPUF@PDA/Fe 

An OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe or OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe sample (7 cm3) was immersed in 

an aqueous Co(NO3)2 solution (1.02 g, 70 mM, 50 mL), and an aqueous solution of NaBH4 

(1.9 g, 2 M, 25 mL) was added dropwise at a rate of 2 to 3 mL/min with constant stirring 
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while the temperature was kept between 1 and 5 °C. The sample was kept in the solution 

under stirring for 2 h, pulled out of the solution, dried at 70 °C for 4 h under vacuum, and 

washed with distilled water. The resulting OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co and 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co materials were characterized by SEM, SEM-EDX, ICP-AES 

and XPS. 

2.6. General procedure and apparatus for H2 production  

In a typical experiment, a sample (7 cm3) of OCPUF, OCPUF@PDA/Fe or 

OCPUF@PDA/Fe@Co was immersed in 150 mL of an aqueous solution of NaBH4 (0.1 

M) or of a Redubore 2020 solution of NaBH4 diluted to 0.1 M, and maintained at 20 °C by a 

temperature-regulated bath. The reaction flask was hermetically connected to a 100 mL 

graduated burette to quantify the H2 gas produced by volumetric measurement.40,41 The timer 

was launched as soon as the reaction flask was connected. The experimental set up is 

presented in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Experimental set up for the production of H2 by catalytic hydrolysis of NaBH4  

 

Figure 2. Experimental set up for the production of H2 by 
NaBH4 catalytic hydrolysis 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of the PDA(NaIO4)/Fe powder, and of the 

OCPUF@PDA/Fe and OCPUF@PDA/Fe@Co foams 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS) and OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4) were prepared by immersion of a piece of 

OCPUF in an aqueous buffered solution of dopamine at room temperature. In the presence of 

an oxidant, dissolved O2 or NaIO4, dopamine self-polymerises into PDA on the foam’s 

surface.37,38 As mentioned in the experimental section, iron doping with FeCl3 was performed 

in order to increase the chemical stability of the PDA film under harsh alkaline medium.39 As 

expected,42 the PDA content on OCPUF was higher when NaIO4 (10 to 16 wt.%) was used 

than when O2 (3 to 5 wt.%) was used. Low magnification scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) images of OCPUF@PDA/Fe revealed a rough coating of PDA on the whole surface 

of the polyurethane foam independently of the nature of the used oxidant (Figure 3B,C). 

However higher magnification images revealed textural differences of the PDA film with 

much thicker and larger plates in the case of OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4) (Figure 3E) compared to 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS) (Figure 3F). The EDX spectra of OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4 or TRIS)/Fe 

confirmed the presence of iron on the foam’s surface (Figure 3G). 

 

Figure 3. Low and high magnification SEM pictures of (A,D) OCPUF, (B,E) 
OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe  and (C,F) OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe. (G) EDX spectrum of 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe. 

 

Figure 3. Low Magnification SEM pictures (1mm scale) of (A) OCPUF, (B) OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe, (C) 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe. Higher magnification SEM pictures (100 μm (upper left corner) and 5 μm scale) 

of (D) OCPUF, (E) OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe and (F) OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe. (G) EDX spectrum of 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe. 
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To benchmark the hydrolysis activity of OCPUF-supported PDA with “free” PDA (powder), 

PDA(NaIO4)/Fe powder was also prepared. The preparation of PDA particles in the presence 

of NaIO4 as oxidant was chosen in order to reach the maximum mass of PDA powder. The 

obtained PDA particles have the appearance of a black powder, as shown in Figure 4A. PDA 

particles’ agglomerates present a maximum size of 50 µm whereas the smallest particles have 

a diameter below 1 µm with random morphologies, as can be seen from the SEM images 

displayed in Figure 4B,C. 

 

Figure 4. (A) Picture of a PDA(NaIO4) powder. (B) Low and (C) High magnification SEM 
pictures a PDA(NaIO4) powder. 

 

OCPUF@PDA/Fe@Co foams were prepared by grafting cobalt particles on 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe or OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe. According to the method published 

by Lefebvre et al.,36 it is possible to use the redox properties of polydopamine-coated OCPUF 

in order to concomitantly synthesize and graft metal(0) nanoparticles on the foam surface 

(e.g. Ag NPs). In this work, we propose to improve the metal reduction by using a solution of 

NaBH4 as a reduction agent.42 The employed method took its inspiration from Delgado and 

collaborators’ process that led to the synthesis of well dispersed, thin and highly active Co 

NPs on an anatase support. This process was carried out at room temperature in the presence 

Figure 4. (A) Picture of a PDA(NaIO4) powder. (B) Low and (C) High magnification 
SEM pictures a PDA(NaIO4) powder. 
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of polyvinylpyrrolindole as a NPs size’ stabiliser.43 In our case, a control of the process 

temperature between 1 °C and 5 °C was carried out to limit the particles size. 

The resulting OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co and OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co materials 

were characterized by SEM micrographs combined to energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

(EDX) (Figure 5). The EDX spectrum of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co confirmed the 

successful grafting of cobalt (Figure 5E). Low magnification SEM images of 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co (Figure 5B) shows a relatively homogeneous deposition of 

cobalt particles on the PDA film. In contrast, more dispersed and much larger Co particles are 

observed in the case of OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co (Figure 5A). Higher magnification 

pictures also reveal different types of cobalt deposition on the surface of the foam depending 

on the nature of the used oxidant, with aggregates of up to 30 µm in the case of 

OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co (Figure 5C) and micrometric sponge-like aggregates in the 

case of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co (Figure 5D). 

 

Figure 5. Low and high magnification SEM images of (A,C) OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co 
and (B,D) OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co. (E) EDX spectrum of 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co. 

Figure 5. Low magnification SEM images of (A) OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co and (B) 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co. High magnification SEM images of (C) OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co and (D) 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co. (E) EDX spectrum of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co. 
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The masses of Co immobilized on OCPUF@PDA/Fe foams were estimated by simply 

weighing the foams before and after cobalt doping, as well as by ICP-AES measurements. 

The masses of cobalt measured by weighing are 5.8 ± 1.0 mg on OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe 

supports and between 1 to 30 mg on OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe. In the latter case, the mass of 

cobalt varies a lot from one sample to another. We believe, this may be due to varying 

degrees of PDA(NaIO4) abrasion on OCPUF during the cobalt deposition step. The PDA 

coating is indeed thicker when NaIO4 is used as an oxidant (Figure 3E), and this is essentially 

due to an accumulation of PDA layers, which are less firmly bound to each other than the 

initial PDA layer on OCPUF foam. 

Finally, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) analyses of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS), 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe and OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co were performed. The XPS 

survey scans of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS) and OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe (Figures S1 and S2, 

ESI), respectively, show no and one Fe 2p peak near 714 eV, therefore confirming the 

successful complexation of Fe by the PDA layer on OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe, as published 

by Kim and co-workers.39 The XPS survey spectrum of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co 

(Figure S3, ESI) presents both Fe 2p and Co 2p peaks. The Fe 2p peak is less intense than in 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe, perhaps due to some Fe leaching during the cobalt grafting 

process, and totally disappears after the catalytic tests (Figure S4, ESI), therefore confirming 

the leaching of the latter. We thus believe that Fe only plays a minor role in the hydrolysis 

process (if it does (vide infra)). In order to give information about the Co valence state to the 

reader, and thus about the nature of the probable active phase, the obtained Co 2p XPS 

spectra of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co before and after the catalytic runs are presented 

Figure 6. The Co 2p1/2 peak and its satellite are observed at 801 and 807 eV, respectively, and 

the Co 2p3/2 peak and its satellite at 786 and 792 eV, respectively. These 6 eV differences 

between the Co 2p peaks and their satellites suggests the presence of Co(+II) ions on the 

foam’s surface.44 We thus most probably obtain amorphous Co particles with Co(+II) ions on 

the surface. 
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Figure 6. Cobalt 2p XPS spectra of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co before and after 6 
catalytic runs. 

 

In the open literature, the synthesis of cobalt particles from a cobalt salt and NaBH4 as 

reducing agent at room temperature indeed leads to amorphous cobalt phase, as shown by the 

XRD patterns of as-synthesized cobalt particles, which often present a broad band centered at 

2θ = 45° before thermal treatment (200 – 500 °C).43,45,46 From TEM analysis, Netskina and 

co-authors described the structure of cobalt nanoparticles as a cobalt boron core surrounded 

by an oxide layer.46 The pH could also influence the nature of the formed cobalt phase. In our 

conditions, we used a 0.1 M NaBH4 aqueous solution at an operating pH around 10. In these 

conditions, cobaltous hydroxide Co(OH)2 particles might form according to the potential-pH 

equilibrium diagram of cobalt-water system reported by Huang and co-autors.47 In 

agreement, Liu and Li identified Co(OH)2 as an intermediate for the synthesis of fine CoB 

nanoparticles whom precipitation is favoured by increasing NaOH concentrations.32. 

Figure 6. Cobalt 2p XPS spectrum of 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co before and after 6 catalytic 

runs 
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3.2. Hydrolysis of an unstable 0.1 M solution of NaBH4 at 20 °C 

This section reports the catalytic results obtained for the hydrolysis of a 0.1 M NaBH4 

solution prepared from a NaBH4 powder (> 98%) and purified water (0.15 g) at 20 °C and pH 

9–10. Figure 7 shows the volume of produced H2 (VH2) versus time for the hydrolysis of 

NaBH4 in the presence of pristine OCPUF, PDA(NaIO4)/Fe powder, 

OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe, and OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co, as well as in the absence of 

a foam or reagent (blank).  

NaBH4 powder dissolved in water at pH 9-10 hydrolyses spontaneously, as confirmed by the 

blank curve (Figure 7). The superimposition of the OCPUF and blank curves clearly shows 

that OCPUF is totally inert. In contrast, both PDA(NaIO4)/Fe and OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe 

present an apparent catalytic activity. These results tend to show that polydopamine itself 

catalyses the hydrolysis of NaBH4. According to the open literature, a probable catalytic 

effect of PDA itself could indeed well result from a redox mediator role of PDA in the 

hydrolysis reaction,41,48–50 as well as from the formation of catecholborane groups on PDA 

that could also release H2.42 A minor role of PDA-complexed Fe can, however, not be 

excluded. 

It can be seen that free PDA(NaIO4)/Fe particles are more active than OCPUF-supported 

PDA(NaIO4)/Fe for a same mass of PDA(NaIO4)/Fe (see Table 1). The higher number of 

available active sites with a PDA(NaIO4)/Fe powder compared to supported PDA(NaIO4)/Fe 

can explain this result. However, the main advantage of using OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe is 

its easy recyclability compared to a powder, as illustrated by the almost constant activity 

observed over three runs (see for instance OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe Run 2 and Run 3, 

Figure 7). The slight activity decrease observed between first and second runs is essentially 

due to PDA(NaIO4)/Fe leaching. Indeed, from the weighing of the foam after each use, the 

PDA mass loss was estimated to be 9.64 mg after the first run and 3.49 mg after the second 

run. Finally, OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co has a higher activity compared to 

OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe, and thus confirms the expected catalytic effect of cobalt particles. 
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Figure 7. Cumulated volumetric H2 production by the spontaneous hydrolysis of NaBH4 (0.1 
M) (blank), and in the presence of OCPUF (204.08 mg), OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe 
(composed of 200.57 mg of OCPUF coated with 64.13 mg of polydopamine), 
PDA(NaIO4)/Fe (64 mg) and OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co (composed of 172.87 mg of 
OCPUF coated with 14.55 mg of polydopamine and 5.34 mg of cobalt) at 20 °C. 

 

3.3. Hydrolysis of an alkaline Redubore2020© NaBH4 stable solution at 20 °C 

The commercial solution Redubore2020© used in this section as a source of NaBH4 was 

purchased from H&V Chemicals (Vilvoorde, Belgium). The solution is a NaOH-stabilised 

aqueous solution of NaBH4 composed of 20 wt.% (± 0.5 wt.%) NaBH4 and 20 wt.% (± 2.0 

wt.%) NaOH. This section reports the catalytic results obtained for the hydrolysis of a 0.1 M 

NaBH4 solution at 20 °C (± 0.6 °C) prepared from Redubore2020© (2.4 mL) and purified 

water (150 mL) at pH 13.2 (± 0.1). 

Figure 8 shows the results for the production of H2 from this solution in the presence of a 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe or OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe foam, and in the presence of a 

OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co or OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co foam, as well as in the 

absence of a foam (blank). As expected, under these conditions (i.e.: in a highly alkaline 

solution – pH 13), there is no spontaneous H2 release. In addition, no reaction was observed 

Figure 7. Cumulated volumetric H2 production by the spontaneous hydrolysis of NaBH4 (0.1 M) (blank), and in the 
presence of OCPUF (204.08 mg), OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe (composed of 200.57 mg of OCPUF coated with 64.13 

mg of polydopamine), PDA(NaIO4)/Fe (64 mg) and OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co (composed of 172.87 mg of 
OCPUF coated with 14.55 mg of polydopamine and 5.34 mg of cobalt) at 20 °C. 
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in the presence PDA(NaIO4)/Fe particles, OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe or 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe in contrast to what was observed at pH 9 -10 with a 0.1 M NaBH4 

solution prepared from a high purity powder. Thus, in these conditions, it is clear that the 

observed NaBH4 hydrolysis with OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co and 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co is only due to the presence of the cobalt catalytic phase on the 

foam’s surface. In other words, no catalytic activity due to PDA and/or Fe can be observed in 

this case. 

 

Figure 8. Cumulated volumetric H2 production versus time and "stop and go" tests in the 
absence of a foam or in the presence of (A) an OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe or (B) 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe foam (black dots), and for the two first runs in the presence of (A) 
OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co or (B) OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co (triangles). 

 

The long-term stability of our catalytic foams OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co and 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co in these alkaline conditions was next investigated by 

measuring the H2 production rate in their presence for 6 successive runs. From run 1 to 5, the 

foams were pulled out of the reaction medium after each run, rinsed with distilled water and 

put back in a fresh 0.1 M Redubore2020© solution. To check if a longer exposure to air 

could cause deactivation, the foams were pulled out of the reaction medium, washed with 

deionised water and dried at room temperature overnight before run 6. In addition, during the 

two first runs, the leaching of active particles was evaluated by the “stop and go” experiments 

presented in Figure 8. The latter consisted in measuring the H2 production rate while the 

foams were removed temporarily from the reaction solutions (upwards pointing arrows). 

Assuming a constant activity and measuring the reaction rate, the extent of Co leaching can 

thus be estimated. The foams were finally reintroduced into the solution (downwards pointing 

Figure 8. Cumulated volumetric H2 production versus time and "stop and go" tests in the absence of a foam or in 
the presence of (A) an OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe or (B) OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe foam (black dots), and for the 

two first runs in the presence of (A) OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co or (B) OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co 
(triangles). 
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arrows) in order to measure the recovered activity. These experiments revealed a strong 

leaching of active Co particles during the first run for both OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co 

and OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co samples. These results can explain the important activity 

drop observed between Run 1 and Run 2. Satisfyingly however, the leaching was negligible 

in the second run for both types of catalytic foams. 

Figure 9 shows the normalised catalytic activity for the runs 1-6, i.e. the ratio between the 

apparent rate of each run and the rate of the first run. Globally, the activity decreases with the 

number of reuses for both foams (see dots and triangles in Figure 9), but the activity loss is 

more drastic for OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co. Indeed, a continuous decrease of activity 

can be observed with the latter until it stops (run 6), whereas a stabilisation of the activity is 

observed after run 5 for OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co. These results suggest a higher Co 

leaching with OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co, which most probably results from the weaker 

stability of the PDA coating when it is prepared with NaIO4 as oxidant. This is confirmed by 

the coloration of the reaction medium after runs 1 to 3 with both catalytic foams (Figure 10). 

Consequently, only OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co samples will be considered in the 

following section. 

 
Figure 9. Normalised rates for 6 consecutive runs in the presence of 
OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co (dots) or OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co (triangles) washed 
between each runs, and of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co (squares) unwashed between each 

Figure 9. Normalised rates for 6 consecutive runs in the presence of washed OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co (dots) or 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co (triangles) between each runs and of unwashed OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co (squares) 

between each runs. For the Run 7 (performed after one week storage at room temperature) in presence of 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co. 
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runs. Normalised rate for the run 7 performed in the presence of unwashed 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co after one week of storage at room temperature. 
 

 

Figure 10. Colour of the reaction medium after NaBH4 hydrolysis under alkaline conditions 
for the 3 first runs with washed (A) OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co and (B) 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co. 

 

3.4. Co deactivation investigation and process optimisation 

If we assume that no significant leaching occurs anymore after Run 2 in the case of 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co foams in agreement with the stop and go experiment 

presented in Figure 8, the activity loss should then be essentially due to cobalt deactivation. 

In 2017, Paladini and co-workers reported their work about cobalt deactivation in low and 

highly concentrated alkaline (NaOH) solutions of NaBH4 at room temperature.51 Their results 

highlighted a “peeling-off” cobalt deactivation mechanism based on the formation of a cobalt 

oxides’ layer after contact with an aqueous solution, i.e.: during the washing of the catalyst 

solid phase. These oxidised cobalt species are not stable under strongly reducing conditions 

and thus can leach during further exposure to NaBH4 solutions. Inspired by this work, we 

studied the effect of the absence of washings on our cobalt-doped foam 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co between each catalytic run. The latter was thus tested for the 

hydrolysis of a 0.1 M alkaline NaBH4 solution under similar conditions than those described 

above for 6 runs, but without a washing step between each runs. As can be seen in Figure 9 

the apparent activity stayed stable after the third run in the absence of washings, whereas it 

took 5 runs to stabilize when the catalytic foam was washed between the runs. Moreover, the 

Figure 10. Colour of the reaction medium after NaBH4 
hydrolysis under alkaline conditions for the 3 first runs with 

(A) OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co and (B) 
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co 
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washed foam maintained only around 30% of its initial activity whereas the unwashed foam 

kept about 50% of its initial activity, and this even after one-week storage at room 

temperature (run 7). According to the litterature,51 these results tend to confirm that the active 

cobalt phase is deactivated by exposure to water between each run. 

ICP-AES elemental analyses were performed on both the washed and unwashed 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co foams at the end of each run, in order to valid or invalid this 

assumption (Table 1). 

Table 1. Mass of cobalt on OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co foams before/after the recycling 
test estimated or measured by ICP-AES analysis. 

 

 

The estimated (mestim.end) and measured (mICP.end) values of cobalt content of the unwashed 

foam at the end of the recycling experiments are very close to each other (3.75 vs. 3.64 mg). 

This shows that all Co particles on the unwashed foam’s surface are active at the end of the 

recycling tests. In agreement with the apparent activity for the unwashed foam presented in 

Figure 9, the ICP measurements before (mICP.init) and after the tests (mICP.end) confirm that ca. 

50% of Co particles are leaching during the two first runs. Thus, the loss activity for the 

unwashed foam is not due to a deactivation process but to a Co leaching phenomenon during 

the first runs. From the total cobalt content measured by ICP analysis, the turnover frequency 

(TOF) of the unwashed OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co foam is estimated to be 0.013 h-1 in 

average between run 3 and run 7. 

In contrast, for the washed foam, the estimated (mestim.end) and measured (mICP.end) values of 

the cobalt content at the end of the recycling experiments are very far from each other (1.30 

vs. 3.99 mg). These results demonstrate that only about 33% the cobalt present on the surface 

of the foam is active. This is in accordance with the measured apparent activity for the 

washed OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co foam in the run 6, which was found to be around 30% 

stabilized aqueous solution of NaBH4 composed of 20 wt%
(±0.5 wt%) NaBH4 and 20 wt% (±2.0 wt%) NaOH. This
section reports the catalytic results obtained for the hydro-
lysis of a 0.1 M NaBH4 solution at 20!C (±0.6!C) prepared
from Redubore2020© (2.4 mL) and purified water
(150 mL) at pH 13.2 (±0.1).

Figure 8 shows the results for the production of H2

from this solution in the presence of a OCPUF@PDA
(TRIS)/Fe or OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe foam, and in
the presence of a OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co or
OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co foam, as well as in the

absence of a foam (blank). As expected, under these con-
ditions (ie, in a highly alkaline solution - pH 13), there is
no spontaneous H2 release. In addition, no reaction was
observed in the presence of PDA(NaIO4)/Fe particles,
OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe or OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe in
contrast to what was observed at pH 9 to 10 with a 0.1 M
NaBH4 solution prepared from a high purity powder.
Thus, in these conditions, it is clear that the observed
NaBH4 hydrolysis with OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co
and OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co is only due to the pres-
ence of the cobalt catalytic phase on the foam's surface.

FIGURE 7 Cumulated volumetric H2 production by the spontaneous hydrolysis of NaBH4 (0.1 M) (blank), and in the presence of open
cell polyurethane foams (OCPUF) (204.08 mg), OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe (composed of 200.57 mg of OCPUF coated with 64.13 mg of
polydopamine), PDA(NaIO4)/Fe (64 mg) and OCPUF@PDA(NaIO4)/Fe@Co (composed of 172.87 mg of OCPUF coated with 14.55 mg of
polydopamine and 5.34 mg of cobalt) at 20!C

TABLE 1 Mass of cobalt on OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co foams before/after the recycling test estimated or measured by ICP-AES
analysis

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co foams

mICP.init
a (mg) ainit

b ×106 (mol/s/mg) mestimated.end
c (mg) mICP.end

d (mg)

With washings 4.47 1.84 1.30 3.99

Without washings 6.98 0.83 3.75 3.64

a,dmICP.init and mICP.end are the measured mass (by ICP-AES) of Co on each foam before and after the recycling test, respectively (run6).
bainit is the initial apparent activity during Run 1 calculated from the measured Co mass on the foam before the test and the initial reaction
rate during Run 1.
cmestimated.end_ is the estimated final mass of Co on the foam after the last run (run6). The estimated value is obtained from the last measured
reaction rate and considering a constant apparent activity (ie, ainit = cst).
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of the initial activity (Figure 9). In addition, the ICP measurements before (mICP.init) and after 

(mICP.end) test show that approximately 11% of the Co particles were lost during the two first 

runs (4.47 vs 3.99 mg) in this case. These measures confirm that the deactivation process is 

of the first order for the washed foam. 

The deactivation of the cobalt active phase observed during the washing steps was next 

investigated by recording the Co 2p XPS spectrum of the OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co 

foam after the catalytic tests and comparing it to that recorded before. The obtained spectrum 

(Figure 6, bottom) is remarkably similar to that recorded before (Figure 6, top), with a 6 eV 

difference between the Co 2p3/2 and Co2p1/2 peaks and their satellites, therefore discarding a 

possible change of valence state of the Co particles as a possible deactivation path. 

The 1 mm scale SEM picture of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co presented in Figure 11C 

shows that the coating on the foam’s surface after 6 uses with washing treatments between 

each run looks similar to that observed before use (Figure 5B). Higher magnification SEM 

images shown in Figure 11D reveal the presence of cobalt micro-sponges that also look 

similar to those observed before test – a little more dispersed though due to the cobalt 

leaching (Figure 5D). As a control experiment, pristine OCPUF was immersed in a NaBH4 

Redobore2020 solution (0.1 M) at room temperature for 1 h. The SEM observations of the 

foam before (Figure 3A,D) and after (Figure 11A,B) exposure to the Redubore2020 alkaline 

solution shows that no modification of the support occurs in these conditions. Finally, the 

EDX analysis of the washed OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co after 6 catalytic runs presented in 

Figure 11E confirms that cobalt is still present. 

Thus, we can state, that the washing steps play an important role in the decrease of the 

apparent catalytic activity. However, no significant changes in the active phase oxidation 

state and/or particle morphology can be observed, and no clear conclusions can be drawn 

concerning the observed deactivation process with the washed foams. 
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Figure 11. (A) Low and (B) High magnification SEM pictures of OCPUF after exposure to a 
NaBH4 Redubore2020 solution (0.1 M, pH 13) at room temperature. (C) Low and (D) High 
magnification SEM pictures of washed OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co after 6 catalytic runs. 
(E) EDX spectrum of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co after 6 catalytic runs. 

3.5. Estimation of the apparent activation energy and discussion of possible 

applications 

In this part, the results obtained for the estimation of the apparent activation energy are 

presented and discussed. The kinetics of NaBH4 hydrolysis is a complex process since it is 

influenced by many factors: operating temperature, NaBH4 concentration, catalyst 

performances, time span and pH (i.e.: NaOH concentration).11,25,52 Furthermore, the 

metaborate by-products (NaBO2·xH2O) will increase the pH during the reaction and inhibit 

the production of H2 even if the reaction is strongly thermodynamically favoured. The 

NaBH4 hydrolysis mechanism has been largely studied and many kinetic models have been 

proposed, as shown in Table 2. However, both the kinetic and reaction mechanism still 

remain unsolved. Given the complexity of the reaction, this paper only focuses on a simple 

estimation of the kinetic parameters. In our conditions, a constant rate is measured from the 

experimental cumulated volumetric H2 production versus time (i.e. dnH2/dt = constant). Thus, 

according to Holbrook and Twist for the hydrolysis of BH4- catalysed by metal-boron 

Figure 11. (A) Low and (B) High magnification SEM pictures of commercial OCPUF after exposure in a 
NaBH4Redubore2020 solution (0.1 M, pH 13 ) at room temperature. (C) Low and (D) High magnification SEM 

pictures of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co after 6 catalytic runs. (E) EDX spectrum of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co 
after 6 catalytic runs. 
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alloys,53 the apparent reaction rate can be easily calculated assuming a zero order kinetic for 

NaBH4 hydrolysis. The apparent activation energy Eaapp of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co is 

estimated from the Arrhenius relationship. For that purpose, the activity of the stable catalytic 

sample, OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co after run 6, was measured at different temperatures (2 

to 40 °C) under otherwise similar reaction conditions (Redubore 2020©, 0.1 M, 150 mL, 

without washing steps, Figure 12A). The resulting Arrhenius curve is presented in Figure 

12B. The apparent activation energy found for this catalytic system under these operating 

conditions is 25.5 kJ·mol-1. By comparing the results obtained with those of previously 

reported studies (Table 2), the estimated activation energy of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co 

is one of the lowest. It is close to that reported for CoCl2, which corroborates the results 

obtained by XPS analysis revealing the presence of Co(+II) ions on the foam’s surface. Thus, 

it can be stated that our S2CS are interesting candidates for the carbon-free production of H2 

at room temperature from a stable solution of NaBH4.  

 

Figure 12. (A) H2 generation rate for the hydrolysis of NaBH4 from 0.1 M Redubore 2020© 
solutions in the presence of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co at 2, 10, 20 and 40 °C without 
washing steps (respectively runs 8, 9, 7 and 10). (B) Arrhenius plot. 

 

Figure 12. (A) H2 generation rate for the hydrolysis of NaBH4 from Redubore 2020© wihtout washing steps in 
the presence of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co at 2, 10, 20 and 40 °C and (B) Arrhenius plot. 
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Table 3 gives a view of the H2 production rate recorded with another Co decorated 

polydopamine catalyst. The H2 Generation Rate (HGR) of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co is 

76.4 ± 3.2 L·h-1·gcat-1 at 20 °C from run 3 to 7 (stable catalytic activity). The reported 

production rate with cobalt on PDA-coated carbon nanotubes (“Co/Pdop-o-MWCNT”) is 

more than 2 times faster. However, it is important to note that this high HGR was obtained 

from a non-stable hydride solution, i.e.: pure NH3BH3 at high concentration in water. 

Moreover, the authors have worked with a catalytic powder, which is not compatible with 

possible process development. It is well known that catalytic powders exhibit a higher 

activity, thanks to a more important specific surface area, and that the production rate will be 

more important with an unstable hydride solution (see Figure 7). 

In contrast, the present work focused on the hydrolysis of a stable hydride solution with a 

supported bio-inspired catalyst, which facilitates the stock, load and recyclability operations. 

The gravimetric hydrogen storage capacity (GHSC) and the H2 volumetric density of the 

presented system (NaBH4-NaOH-H2O) are 0.04 wt.% H2 and 0.39 kg H2/m3, respectively. 

The H2 storage capacity is very weak in these conditions. Indeed, the volumetric density is 10 

times below that of 700 bar pressurized H2 gas. However, high-pressurized H2 gas can cause 

safety issues, in particular for a portable process. Pure NaBH4 presents high GHSC and 

volume density (i.e. 10.6 wt.% H2 and 113.4 kg H2/m3 respectively), but it is not possible to 

use it in this form for portable H2 storage solutions. Consequently, the system proposed in 

this work: NaBH4-NaOH-H2O and the bio-inspired catalytic tool, 

OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co, combine a good stability toward spontaneous hydrolysis54,55 

with correct HGR for a portable power system. 
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Table 2. Summary of published kinetic models for Co-catalysed hydrolysis of NaBH4. 

 

Table 3. Hydrogen production rate of metal decorated polydopamine catalysts. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This work demonstrates that the lately introduced Soft Structured Catalytic Supports (S2CS) 

made of commercially available polyurethane open cell foam, coated under green conditions 

with a bio-inspired polydopamine (PDA) layer, can be functionalized with an earth-abundant 

3d metal, i.e.: cobalt. 

Catalytic activity of PDA was observed for H2 release from an aqueous solution of NaBH4 

prepared from a high purity NaBH4 powder. However, for a safe and easy-to-control portable 

H2 storage solution (e.g.: hydrogen production for a portable power system such as a fuel 

cell), the use of a stable alkaline NaBH4 solution is preferred. In this context, we have shown 

that our soft structured catalytic support based on a cobalt active phase is an efficient 

catalytic tool. The catalytic foam indeed exhibited a relatively good stability toward Co 

leaching and a catalytic activity for up to 10 runs (with a HGR of 76.4 L·h-1·gcat-1) for the 

hydrolysis of a commercially available stable alkaline NaBH4 solution. The HGR 

performance could be easy improved with the operating conditions (temperature, pH, NaBH4 

concentration…). Moreover, the cobalt-doped foam could be stored at room temperature 

under aerobic conditions for one week without alteration of its catalytic activity. 

has been largely studied and many kinetic models have
been proposed, as shown in Table 2. However, both the
kinetic and reaction mechanisms still remain unsolved.
Given the complexity of the reaction, this paper only
focuses on a simple estimation of the kinetic parameters.
In our conditions, a constant rate is measured from the

experimental cumulated volumetric H2 production vs
time (ie, dnH2/dt = constant). Thus, according to
Holbrook and Twist, for the hydrolysis of BH4

− catalyzed
by metal-boron alloys,60 the apparent reaction rate can
be easily calculated, assuming a zero-order kinetic for
NaBH4 hydrolysis. The apparent activation energy, Eaapp,

TABLE 2 Summary of published kinetic models for Co-catalysed hydrolysis of NaBH4

Catalyst
NaBH4

(wt%)
NaOH
(wt%)

Temperature
range (!C)

NaBH4

order Co order
Eaapp
(kJ/mol)

HGR
(L"h −1"gcat−1) Refs.

Co 0.9 10 10-50 0 - 41.9 7.57 53

Raney Co 0.9 10 10-30 0 - 53.7 16.05 53

Co-P 5 1 30-45 0 - 48.1 110.76 54

Co-B 20 5 10-30 0 - 64.9 165 33

Co-B-C 0.7 4 25-40 0 - 57.8 76.09 55

Co@Ca 5 2 30 1 1.17 45.0 100.8 56

Co-γAl2O3 5 5 30-50 0 - 32.6 13.2 57

Co0 nanoclusters 0.58 2 20-40 0 1 39.0 514.29 58

Co0 nanoparticles 19 0 40-80 0 1 35.0 63.6 35

CoCl2 0.5-2 0.04 20-35 0.39 1 17.5 210 59

OCPUF@PDA
(TRIS)/Fe@Co

0.4 0.4 2-40 0 - 25.5 76.4 This work

aCarbon confined cobalt.

FIGURE 12 A, H2 generation rate for the hydrolysis of NaBH4 from 0.1 M Redubore 2020© solutions in the presence of OCPUF@PDA
(TRIS)/Fe@Co at 2, 10, 20 and 40!C without washing steps (respectively runs 8, 9, 7 and 10). B, Arrhenius plot [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co is estimated from the
Arrhenius relationship. For that purpose, the activity of
the stable catalytic sample (OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co
after run 6), was measured at different temperatures (2!C
to 40!C) under otherwise similar reaction conditions
(Redubore 2020©, 0.1 M, 150 mL, without washing steps,
Figure 12A). The resulting Arrhenius curve is presented
in Figure 12B. The apparent activation energy found for
this catalytic system, under these operating conditions, is
25.5 kJ"mol−1. By comparing the results obtained with
those of previously reported studies (Table 2), the esti-
mated activation energy of OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co
is one of the lowest. It is close to that reported for CoCl2,
which corroborates the results obtained by XPS analysis,
revealing the presence of Co(+II) ions on the foam's sur-
face. Thus, it can be stated that our S2CS are interesting
candidates for the carbon-free production of H2 at room
temperature from a stable solution of NaBH4.

Table 3 gives a view of the H2 production rate
recorded with another Co decorated polydopamine cata-
lyst. The H2 generation rate (HGR) of OCPUF@PDA
(TRIS)/Fe@Co is 76.4 ± 3.2 L"h−1"gcat−1 at 20!C from run
3 to 7 (stable catalytic activity). The reported production
rate with cobalt on PDA-coated carbon nanotubes (“Co/
Pdop-o-MWCNT”) is more than two times faster. How-
ever, it is important to note that this high HGR was
obtained from a non-stable hydride solution (ie, pure
NH3BH3 at high concentration in water). Moreover, the
authors have worked with a catalytic powder, which is
not compatible with possible process development. It is
well known that catalytic powders exhibit a higher activ-
ity, thanks to a more important specific surface area, and
that the production rate will be more important with an
unstable hydride solution (see Figure 7).

In contrast, the present work focused on the hydroly-
sis of a stable hydride solution with a supported bio-
inspired catalyst, which facilitates the stock, load and
recyclability operations. The gravimetric hydrogen stor-
age capacity (GHSC) and the H2 volumetric density of
the presented system (NaBH4-NaOH-H2O) are 0.04 wt%
H2 and 0.39 kg H2/m

3, respectively. The H2 storage
capacity is very weak in these conditions. Indeed, the vol-
umetric density is 10 times below that of 700 bar pressur-
ized H2 gas. However, high-pressurized H2 gas can cause

safety issues, in particular, for a portable process. Pure
NaBH4 presents high GHSC and volume density (ie,
10.6 wt% H2 and 113.4 kg H2/m

3, respectively), but it is
not possible to use it in this form for portable H2 storage
solutions. Consequently, the system proposed in this
work, NaBH4-NaOH-H2O, and the bio-inspired catalytic
tool, OCPUF@PDA(TRIS)/Fe@Co, combine a good sta-
bility towards spontaneous hydrolysis62,63 with correct
HGR for a portable power system.

4 | CONCLUSION

This work demonstrates that the lately introduced soft
structured catalytic supports (S2CS) made of commer-
cially available polyurethane open-cell foam, coated
under green conditions with a bio-inspired polydopamine
(PDA) layer, can be functionalized with an earth-
abundant 3d metal, that is, cobalt.

The catalytic activity of PDA was observed for H2

release from an aqueous solution of NaBH4 prepared
from a high purity NaBH4 powder. However, for a safe
and easy-to-control portable H2 storage solution (eg,
hydrogen production for a portable power system, such
as a fuel cell), the use of a stable alkaline NaBH4 solution
is preferred. In this context, we have shown that our soft
structured catalytic support based on a cobalt active
phase is an efficient catalytic tool. The catalytic foam
indeed exhibited a relatively good stability towards Co
leaching and a catalytic activity for up to 10 runs (with a
HGR of 76.4 L"h−1"gcat−1) for the hydrolysis of a commer-
cially available stable alkaline NaBH4 solution. The HGR
performance could be easy improved with the operating
conditions (temperature, pH, NaBH4 concentration, etc).
Moreover, the cobalt-doped foam could be stored at room
temperature under aerobic conditions for 1 week without
alteration of its catalytic activity.

In conclusion, this work based on a new class of soft
structured catalytic solids brings several novelties in the
domain of H2 production from catalysts and chemical
hydrides sources: (a) the catalyst is supported on a sim-
ple, inexpensive, eco-friendly and commercially available
open-cell polyurethane foam, (b) the preparation of the
bio-inspired catalyst uses green chemistry conditions

TABLE 3 Hydrogen production rate of metal decorated polydopamine catalytic systems

Catalyst Chemical hydride (wt%) T (!C) HGR (L"h −1"gcat−1) Ref.

Co/Pdop-o-MWCNT NH3BH3 (76%) in water 25 189.6 61

OCPUF@PDA(TRIs)/Fe
@Co after seven runs

NaBH4 (0.4%) in alkaline water (pH 13) 20 76.4 This work

10624 BIRBA ET AL.
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In conclusion, this work based on a new class of soft structured catalytic solids brings several 

novelties in the domain of H2 production from catalysts and chemical hydrides sources: (i) the 

catalyst is supported on a simple, inexpensive, eco-friendly and commercially available open 

cell polyurethane foam, (ii) the preparation of the bio-inspired catalyst uses green chemistry 

conditions (water as solvent, room temperature, atmospheric pressure) and a low energy 

consuming process, (iii) in contrast to catalytic powders (often presented in literature) the 

structured catalytic tool facilitates the stock, load and recyclability operations, (iv) the 

lightweight and mechanical properties of the catalytic cobalt polyurethane foam are 

interesting features for portable applications, (v) the elastic properties of this new catalytic 

tools should allow the development of unexploited chemical reactors under continuous flow. 
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